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Of Modern Dragons; and other
essays on Genre Fiction: John
Lennard
Stephen King [ Three Novels]
Stephen King 2012
Nightwork Nora Roberts
2022-05-24 Sunday Times
bestselling author Nora Roberts
returns with a brand new
standalone novel - a story
about the power of love to light
a way through the darkness 'If
you're after the perfect pickme-up, take-me-away-from-thehonest-illusions-trade-paperback-nora-roberts

world read, then she's your
woman' The Guardian When he
was nine, and his mother had
her ﬁrst deadly dance with
cancer, Harry became a thief.
Someone had to ﬁnd food and
pay the mortgage even if his
mother was too sick to work.
When his mother ﬁnally
succumbs to cancer, Harry
leaves Chicago but somehow
he can't quite leave all of his
past behind. Harry lives a quiet,
careful, rootless life - he can't
aﬀord to attract attention or get
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attached - until he meets
Miranda. But just when Harry
thinks he has a chance at
happiness his old life comes
back to haunt him. Harry has
had dealings with some bad
people in his past but none
more dangerous than Carter
LaPorte and Harry is forced to
run. But no matter what name
he uses or where he goes,
Harry cannot escape. If he is
ever going to feel safe Harry
must face down his enemy
once and for all. Only then can
he hope to possess something
more valuable than anything he
has ever stolen.
Untamed Nora Roberts
2013-06-06 AVAILABLE
DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME
Glamorous lion tamer Jovilette
Wilder knows all about taming
wild beasts, but she might have
met her match with Keane
Prescott. When Keane inherits
the circus unexpectedly from
his estranged father, he soon
comes to blows with Jo, who is
as ﬁerce as a lioness when
cornered. Yet behind Jo's sharp
temper is a soft heart, yearning
to be tamed by true love. Can
Keane convince her he's not a
honest-illusions-trade-paperback-nora-roberts

threat, but her one chance for
real happiness . . . ? Includes an
extract of Whiskey Beach
Charmed Nora Roberts
2013-02-28 AVAILABLE
DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME
Anastasia Donovan has a very
special gift - but it comes with a
great burden. She's an empath
- a healer - but her power has a
dangerous side. She has spent
years hiding away, trying to
protect herself and her magic
at all costs. When widower
Boone Sawyer moves in next
door Ana ﬁnds it hard to ignore
the instant, powerful
connection that passes
between them. Perhaps the
time has come to open up to
love at last? But when a sudden
and shocking accident puts a
child's future at stake, Ana
knows she cannot deny her
powers - even thought it could
cost her Boone's love, and even
risk her life... Charmed can be
read as a mesmerising
standalone novel. It is also the
third book in The Donovan
Legacy, which features cousins
Morgana, Sebastian, Anastasia
and Liam. The series begins
with Captivated and Downloaded
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and is completed with
Enchanted - all now available as
eBooks for the ﬁrst time.
Includes a preview of
Enchanted
Hidden Riches Nora Roberts
2015-02-05 Creative and
spontaneous, antiques dealer
Dora Conroy has an infectious
enthusiasm for life. She also
has an eye for quality, and her
gorgeous shop in Philadelphia is
overﬂowing with fascinating
ﬁnds. But when - on impulse she buys a few curiosities at
auction, she gets a lot more
than she bargained for.
Because Dora doesn't realise
she has brought home a
priceless cache of treasure: a
collection that one ruthless
criminal is determined to make
his own - whatever the cost . . .
Caught up in a deadly chase,
Dora turns in desperation to her
new neighbour, ex-cop Jed
Skimmerhorn. Jed, struggling
with a personal tragedy, has no
wish to jump back into the line
of ﬁre. But there is something
irresistible about Dora . . . As
Jed and Dora ﬁght their growing
attraction, they must work out
what they value the most,
honest-illusions-trade-paperback-nora-roberts

before it's too late.
Honest Illusions Nora Roberts
2015-02-05 Roxy Nouvelle
understands the art of
deception. The daughter of a
world-renowned magician, Roxy
has inherited her father's
talents - and his secret life as a
jewel thief. She loves the thrill
of the game and can take care
of herself. Roxy is smart and
resilient, but she has one
weakness: Luke Callahan, a
sexy escape artist with a
roguish reputation. Five years
ago they fell into a passionate
aﬀair - but then, true to his art he disappeared, leaving Roxy
broken hearted and furious.
Now Luke is back, trailing
secrets and danger in his wake.
Why did he run out on Roxy all
those years ago? And can she
ever trust him again?
Hot Ice Nora Roberts
2009-07-22 From New York
Times bestselling author Nora
Roberts comes a seductive
novel of red hot passion and
cold hard cash, as a Manhattan
socialite living at jet-set speed
crosses a desperate man on the
run—and ﬁnds herself trapped
in a deadly game that
may
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have no winners or losers . . . or
survivors. Reckless Whitney
MacAllister possesses all the
wealth and beauty every
woman dreams of. Streetwise
Douglas Lord has the good
looks and quick wits to be a
success at his chosen
profession: larceny. She has the
cash and the connections. He
has the stolen documents
leading to a fabulous hidden
fortune. It is a business
proposition, pure and simple.
But the race to ﬁnd the
treasure, from Manhattan to
Madagascar, is only part of the
game. For their ﬁerce and
dangerous attraction to each
other soon threatens to
overwhelm them—unless their
merciless and shadowy rivals
kill them ﬁrst.
Just Like Jesus Max Lucado
2003 A collection of stories of
everyday life, with
commentary, designed to help
one develop a forgiving heart, a
willing heart, an enduring heart,
and otherwise become more
like Jesus.
Chasing Fire Nora Roberts
2011-04-14 Rowan Tripp is
addicted to danger. Ever since
honest-illusions-trade-paperback-nora-roberts

she turned eighteen, Rowan
has been a 'smoke jumper',
ﬁghting back the ferocious
forest ﬁres that sweep through
the Montana mountains each
year. She can read a wildﬁre
like no one else - and is
prepared to put her life on the
line again and again to save
others. But now Rowan is
mourning the death of her good
friend and partner, Jim haunted by the belief that she
could have saved him.
Determined to carry on, Rowan
throws herself into training the
new recruits to the smokejumping team - not realising
there is a diﬀerent kind of
danger waiting for her. When it
becomes clear that someone
blames Rowan for Jim's death,
and is determined to get
revenge, Rowan realises she
must learn to ask for help as
this is one ﬁght she can't win
on her own ... 'Sheer
entertainment' Guardian 'The
most successful author on
planet earth' Washington Post
Black Hills Nora Roberts
2009-07-02 'If you're after the
perfect pick-me-up, take-meaway-from-the-worldDownloaded
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she's your woman' The
Guardian 'Nora Roberts is, quite
simply, a one-woman
phenomenon' Heat 'I love Nora
Roberts' Stephen King Cooper
Sullivan and Lil Chance were
unlikely childhood friends thrown together each summer
when Coop visited his
grandparents' South Dakota
ranch. But with every year,
their friendship deepened from
innocent games to stolen kisses
and the promise of something
special... until fate, and a
terrible tragedy, pulled them
apart. Twelve years later Coop now a private investigator in
New York - returns to the ranch
to care for his grandparents.
Though the memory of Coop's
touch still haunts her, Lil has let
nothing stop her dream of
opening a Wildlife Refuge on
her family's land. But someone
else has been keeping a close
watch on Lil Chance, and
Coop's return has unleashed
more than just old passions.
There's a hunter lurking out in
the Black Hills, and Lil and Coop
have been singled out as prey...
Born in Fire Nora Roberts
2013 Attempting to escape her
honest-illusions-trade-paperback-nora-roberts

past, reclusive glassmaker
Maggie Concannon devotes her
life to her art, until gallery
owner Rogan Sweeney
recognizes her talent and oﬀers
to help her build a lucrative
career.
Madagascar Louise Gikow
2005 Four animal friends from a
New York zoo--a giraﬀe, a
hippo, a lion, and a zebra-accidentally shipwrecked on
Madagascar, must learn to
survive in the wild and form a
team.
Three Graves Full Jamie
Mason 2013-02-12 A Library
Journal Best Book of 2013! A
Booklist Best Crime Novel of
2013! There is very little peace
for a man with a body buried in
his backyard. But it could
always be worse… More than a
year ago, mild-mannered Jason
Getty killed a man he wished
he’d never met. Then he
planted the problem a little too
close to home. But just as he’s
learning to live with the
undeniable reality of what he’s
done, police unearth two bodies
on his property—neither of
which is the one Jason buried.
Jason races to stay ahead
of the
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consequences of his crime, and
while chaos reigns on his lawn,
his sanity unravels, snagged on
the agendas of a colorful cast of
strangers. A jilted woman
searches for her lost ﬁancé, a
fringe dweller runs from a past
that’s quickly gaining on him,
and a couple of earnest local
detectives piece clues together
with the help of a volunteer
police dog—all in the shadow of
a dead man who had it coming.
As the action unfolds, each
character discovers that
knowing more than one side of
the story doesn't necessarily
rule out a deadly margin of
error. Jamie Mason’s
irrepressible debut is a
macabre, darkly humorous tale
with the thoughtful beauty of a
literary novel, the tense pacing
of a thriller, and a clever twist
of suspense.
Dark Witch Nora Roberts
2013-10-31 Iona Sheehan has
always felt a powerful
connection to Ireland. So when
her beloved grandmother
confesses an extraordinary
family secret, she can't resist
visiting County Mayo to
discover the truth for herself.
honest-illusions-trade-paperback-nora-roberts

Arriving at the atmospheric
Castle Ashford, Iona is excited
to meet her enigmatic cousins,
Connor and Branna O'Dwyer.
And when she lands a job at the
local riding school she is soon
drawn to its owner - the
charismatic, ﬁercely
independent Boyle McGrath.
Perhaps she has found her true
home at last... But Iona's arrival
is no accident. The three
cousins have each inherited a
dangerous gift from an ancestor
known as the Dark Witch. And
they are about to discover that
some old legends can return to
haunt the present. The ﬁrst in a
magical new trilogy, Dark Witch
is a captivating story of love,
family and destiny.
Enchanted Nora Roberts
2013-02-28 AVAILABLE
DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME
All Rowan Murray wants is
some quiet time to herself.
Time to work out what she
really wants from life. So when
a friend oﬀers her a remote but
cosy cabin on the wild coast of
Oregon, she jumps at the
chance of a few months away.
But now she's alone in the
woods it's not quite what
she
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dreamed of. And in fact, she's
not entirely alone. She has a
neighbour - the mysterious,
temperamental Liam Donovan.
There's something dark and
enigmatic about Liam - as
elusive and intriguing as the
mysterious wolf that's been
lurking about the cottage.
Rowan feels drawn to Liam
despite herself. But can she
accept his extraordinary
secret? And more to the point can she really trust him?
Enchanted can be read as an
enthralling standalone novel. It
is also the ﬁnal book in The
Donovan Legacy, which
features cousins Morgana,
Sebastian, Anastasia and Liam.
The series begins with
Captivated and continues with
Entranced and Charmed - all
now available as eBooks for the
ﬁrst time. Includes a preview of
Whiskey Beach, published in
April 2013
100 Most Popular Genre Fiction
Authors Bernard Alger Drew
2005 Provides alphabeticallyarranged, biographical entries
of favorite contemporary
writers of ﬁction, including
Maeve Binchy, Michael
honest-illusions-trade-paperback-nora-roberts

Crichton, and Anne Rice, and
presents insights on the
creative process from each
individual.
Divine Evil Nora Roberts
2010-08-05 Famed sculptor
Clare Kimball has the art world
at her feet. But her success
can't help her escape the
nightmares that have plagued
her since childhood, when her
father died in mysterious
circumstances. Clare's tragic
history has ﬁnally drawn her
back home to Maryland, in
search of answers. Little has
changed in her home town of
Emmitsboro - except Cameron
Raﬀerty. Once the local bad
boy, he's landed on the right
side of the law and is now the
town sheriﬀ. With Clare's
return, their bond is growing
stronger every day - fuelled by
an attraction that's been
simmering for years. But when
the town is rocked by a brutal
murder, Clare and Cam will
learn that evil can linger
anywhere...
Hideaway Nora Roberts
2020-05-26 A powerful new
novel from global bestseller
Nora Roberts about ﬁnding
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what matters most in the least
expected places. If you're after
the perfect pick-me-up, takeme-away-from-the-world read,
then she's your woman' The
Guardian One day, she thought,
one moment, one innocent
game. How was it that day, that
moment, that game never
seemed to end? Caitlyn Sullivan
is just nine years old when a
game of Hide and Seek at a
family party will change her life
forever. The betrayal she
experienced that night will
shape Caitlyn's life, and for
years she runs and runs, hiding
from the aftermath of the
trauma. But Caitlyn comes to
realise that if she wants to not
just survive but thrive she must
return to the family home to
face up to her past. What
happened that night may
always haunt Caitlyn but she
must decide if it's what you're
running from that matters. Or
who ﬁnds you. 'Nora Roberts is,
quite simply, a one-woman
phenomenon' Heat 'I love Nora
Roberts' Stephen King
Honest Illusions Nora Roberts
2010 Roxy Nouvelle, daughter
of a world-renowned magician,
honest-illusions-trade-paperback-nora-roberts

inherits her father's penchant
for jewel thievery, but when
escape artist Luke Callahan
enters her world, she is forced
to make some changes.
Private Scandals Nora Roberts
2015-02-05 Deanna Reynolds
has everything mapped out: her
dream job, her dream life. A
talented TV journalist, she is
determined to make it big on
her own terms. But in a world of
public smiles and private feuds,
Deanna has attracted some
dangerous enemies - including
her old mentor, the brilliant but
emotionally manipulative
Angela Perkins. As Deanna's
star rises, she is ﬂung together
with Finn Riley, the network's
most charismatic journalist.
Finn is instantly attracted to
Dee - but he is also Angela's exlover. As sparks ﬂy between
Finn and Deanna, Angela plots
her revenge. But there is an
even darker obsession growing
in the shadows - and no one is
safe. Filled with intense
passions, dark obsessions and
bitter feuds, Private Scandals is
pure, addictive pleasure.
Tribute Nora Roberts
2008-09-04 Cilla McGowan
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granddaughter of movie
goddess Janet Hardy - has ﬂed
the cut-throat world of
Hollywood for the peace and
quiet of Virginia's Shenandoah
Valley. Cilla restores houses for
a living and has always
dreamed of returning her
grandmother's country retreat
to its former glory. But a
tragedy haunts the old
farmhouse, and Cilla's
restoration project is stirring up
old scandals along with the
dust and cobwebs. As Cilla
begins to dig deeper into her
grandmother's mysterious
death thirty years ago, events
take a darker turn. Someone in
town is determined to keep the
truth buried - at any cost. Cilla's
new neighbour Ford Sawyer
wants to help - but Ford is
exactly the kind of man Cilla is
running from . . .
Finally and Forever Robin
Jones Gunn 2012-04-24 What
was she thinking? Katie Weldon
wonders if she was crazy to
spontaneously ﬂy oﬀ to Africa
on a mission trip. Suddenly she
is dealing with a new culture, a
world she’s never
experienced—and Eli, a friend
honest-illusions-trade-paperback-nora-roberts

who is quickly becoming much
more. It’s all overwhelming ...
and exciting. As her life turns
topsy-turvy, however, she
begins to think this might be
exactly what she needs. Here,
God might give her a glimpse
into His will for her life. But just
as Kenya and its people ﬁnd a
place in her heart, and her
relationship with Eli begins to
get serious, Katie is faced with
unanswered questions from her
past and unresolved issues with
Eli. Is she really headed down
the same path into the future
he is? It doesn't look like it.
Why can't she ﬁnally and
forever settle into a set
direction? Living in this new and
captivating place, one thing she
knows for sure: anything might
be possible. Finally and Forever
is the ﬁnal book in the Katie
Weldon Series.
Birthright Nora Roberts
2010-08-05 When ﬁvethousand-year-old human
bones are found at a
construction site in the small
town of Woodsboro, the news
draws archaeologist Callie
Dunbrook out of her sabbatical
and into a whirlwind Downloaded
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adventure, danger, and
romance. While overseeing the
dig, she must try to make sense
of a cloud of death and
misfortune that hangs over the
project - fuelling rumours that
the site is cursed. She must
also cope with the presence of
her irritating - but irresistible ex-husband, Hake.
Furthermore, when a stranger
claims to know a secret about
her privileged Boston
childhood, she is forced to
question her own past as well.
Honest Illusions Nora Roberts
2021-03-30 A man and a
woman who thrive on danger
and deception ﬁnd explosive
passion in this compelling novel
where nothing is as it seems-from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Nora
Roberts. The daughter of a
world-renowned magician, Roxy
Nouvelle has inherited her
father's talents--and his
penchant for jewel thievery.
Into this colorful world comes
Luke Callahan, an escape artist
who captures her heart--and
keeps secrets that could
shatter all her illusions...
Reading Nora Roberts Mary
honest-illusions-trade-paperback-nora-roberts

Ellen Snodgrass 2009-12-14
This book oﬀers an overview of
the contributions of author Nora
Roberts to the popular literary
market. • Details models of
dialogue, slang, and humor,
illustrating Nora Roberts's
intuitive replication of human
quandaries and compromises •
Includes a timeline of Nora
Roberts's life and career, which
began in 1979 with a novel and
magazine story and advanced
to story anthologies, novellas,
romances, sagas, trilogies and
quartets, Gothic romance, and
futuristic thrillers
Genuine Lies Nora Roberts
2015-02-05 Eve Benedict is a
legend: a movie goddess with
two Oscars, four ex-husbands
and a legion of lovers to her
name. She knows the truth
behind every Hollywood
scandal - and now she's
planning to tell all in a no-holdsbarred memoir. But telling the
truth can be a dangerous
business, especially in a town
built on dreams and secrets.
Eve's stepson Paul Winthrop is
worried that the book will only
bring trouble. But he can't
argue with Eve's choice
of
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ghostwriter, the talented and
very beautiful Julia Summers.
As Paul and Julia clash over
Eve's book, they also have to
ﬁght a deep and growing
attraction to each other.
Struggling against their intense
feelings, they don't realise they
are also tangled in a very dark
plot. Eve has one last, great
secret to reveal - and it will put
them all in danger . . .
The Kill L. J. Smith 1994-07
The bestselling author of The
Vampire Diaries now completes
her terrifying romantic horror
trilogy. Before disappearing into
the Shadow World, Julian takes
Jenny Thornton's boyfriend and
cousin. To get them back, she
must go on a treasure hunt. To
lose means paying the devil
himself. Consumer
sweepstakes.
The Oﬃcial Nora Roberts
Companion Denise Little 2003
Presents information on the life
and career of Nora Roberts,
oﬀering a cross-referenced list
of the author's books,
accompanied by quotes, a
timeline of Roberts' career, and
facts about her works.
Three Complete Novels Nora
honest-illusions-trade-paperback-nora-roberts

Roberts 2001 Three dramatic
tales of romantic suspense
journey from a Montana ranch
to a Virginia horse farm to an
island oﬀ the coast of Georgia
in an omnibus anthology that
features True Betrayals,
Montana Sky, and Sanctuary.
20,000 ﬁrst printing.
Close to You Nora Roberts
2021-02-23 Coming soon! Close
to You by Nora Roberts will be
available Feb 23, 2021.
Something in the Water
Catherine Steadman
2020-06-23 Erin is a
documentary ﬁlmmaker on the
brink of a professional
breakthrough, Mark a
handsome investment banker
with big plans. Passionately in
love, they embark on a dream
honeymoon to the tropical
island of Bora Bora, where they
enjoy the sun, the sand, and
each other. Then, while scuba
diving in the crystal blue sea,
they ﬁnd something in the
water.... Suddenly the
newlyweds must make a
dangerous choice: to speak out
or to protect their secret. After
all, if no one else knows, who
would be hurt? TheirDownloaded
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will trigger a devastating chain
of events....
Whiskey Beach Nora Roberts
2013-04-18 Eli Landon seems
to have the perfect life. A
beautiful wife, a wonderful
house, a dazzling legal career.
But when his wife is brutally
murdered after confessing to
an aﬀair, Eli is named prime
suspect. After a year-long
ordeal the case is dropped for
lack of evidence, but Eli's world
is in tatters. Abandoned by his
friends, hounded by the media
and a detective with a grudge,
Eli retreats to the small-town
sanctuary of Whiskey Beach.
Camping out in his
grandmother's atmospheric
house by the sea he meets
Abra Walsh - compassionate,
courageous and hiding secrets
of her own. But as Abra and Eli
take their ﬁrst tentative steps
towards each other, a deadly
enemy is watching them from
the shadows. An enemy
determined to make sure Eli
Landon will never have that
'perfect life' - whatever the cost
...
Only With a Highlander Janet
Chapman 2005-10-01 From
honest-illusions-trade-paperback-nora-roberts

bestselling author Janet
Chapman comes the ﬁfth novel
in her Highlander series
featuring a time-travelling
Scotsman in modern-day
Maine. As soon as Pine Creek’s
new mystery man steps into
her art gallery, Winter
MacKeage is intrigued. This
sexy stranger, Matt Gregor,
wants her to do some drawings
of his dream house. And with
his tiger-gold eyes and
masculine charm, he’s
impossible to resist. But so is
Winter’s Scottish heritage. As
the seventh MacKeage
daughter, she must embrace
her true magical calling...and
deny her mortal desires. Soon
Winter is heating up—in Matt’s
strong arms—and her ﬁery
heart is torn. Can she give up
the destiny she was born to
fulﬁll for the only man she’s
ever truly loved?
Rapture In Death J. D. Robb
2010-10-07 He killed himself,
Lieutenant. He was hanging
there, just hanging there from
the ceiling light in the living
room. And his face . . . Oh God.'
Death follows New York City
cop Eve Dallas everywhere
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even on her honeymoon with
Irish lover Roarke. When one of
Roarke's employees is found
dead, the post-mortem
conﬁrms suicide. An isolated
case, or so Eve thinks. But
more suicides follow - strangers
with nothing in common. The
pathologist's report states each
victim has an unexplained mark
on their brain. Is this a genetic
abnormality or a high-tech
method of murder? With the
body count rising, Eve must
delve into the world of virtual
reality to hunt down a twisted
killer. A killer who preys on the
minds of the innocent.
Charmed Nora Roberts
2020-06-02 A young woman
hides her talents—and
herself—from the world until a
man who’s already lost enough
for a lifetime reminds her that
any broken heart can be healed
with hope and love in Charmed,
a Donovan Legacy novel from
#1 New York Times bestselling
author Nora Roberts. Anastasia
Donovan is an empath of
powerful sensitivity, feeling the
pain and despair of everyone
she encounters. Overwhelmed,
she’s chosen to close oﬀ her
honest-illusions-trade-paperback-nora-roberts

gift and avoid relationships at
all costs. But now a new next
door neighbor threatens Ana’s
solitude. Widower Boone
Sawyer is a devoted father to
his six-year-old daughter—and
a man possessed of his own gift
that casts a spell Ana ﬁnds she
cannot resist.
Blue Smoke Nora Roberts
2008-11-06 Reena Hale has
always understood the
destructive power of ﬁre. When
she was a child, her family's
Baltimore restaurant was
burned to the ground in a cruel
arson attack. The Hale family
banded together to rebuild, and
Reena found her life's calling:
to become an arson
investigator. Reena loves her
job - but the danger and crazy
hours have left her unlucky in
love. When she meets
handsome carpenter Bo
Goodnight, things look
promising - until a series of
suspicious ﬁres are connected
not just to each other, but to
Reena herself. As danger
ignites all around her, Reena
must rely on hard-won
experience and gut instinct to
catch a man determined
to
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burn down everything - and
everyone - she loves.
Secrets of the Highlander Janet
Chapman 2013-04-13 He is the
father of her child, but the
secrets they are hiding are
tearing them apart.... Megan
MacKeage escaped the
smothering protectiveness of
the Highland MacKeage clan to
work as a scientist on the
Canadian tundra. But when
fellow researcher Wayne Ferris
breaks her heart by rejecting
her, Megan returns to Maine
alone.... Then she meets the
town's new police chief, Jack
Stone -- the man she knew as
Wayne Ferris. Instead of the

honest-illusions-trade-paperback-nora-roberts

quiet scholar he posed as, he's
an aggressive private eye who's
willing to ﬁght for what he
wants, just like all the
overbearing men in her clan. So
why is Megan still feeling a
dangerous attraction? And
though Jack claims he followed
her here because he loves her,
can she ever trust a man with
so many secrets?
Quill & Quire 1993
Sea Swept Nora Roberts
1998-01-01 Cameron, a
champion boat racer, returns
home to the Maryland shore at
the behest of his dying father to
care for Seth, a troubled young
boy
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